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STOP PRESS!!!!! 

 
There is a change of judge for the  

5 December Hound Club of the ACT show.  

 

Mrs Mandy Manley-Smith (WA) is unable to complete the  

appointment. 

 

Ms Rosemary Green (QLD) of Chilolo Rhodesian Ridgebacks  

has very kindly agreed to step in and judge the show at short 

notice. Schedules are being updated to reflect this change. 

 

This is a lovely show weekend in Canberra, with 2 ACT Ladies 

All Breeds shows with an international panel of judges plus a 

Dalmatian Speciality Show.  

 

Entries for the Ladies and the Hound Club are available on  

OzEntries. 

 

The updated Hound Club schedule is available on the Hound 

Club website and on page 40 of this newsletter 

 :http://www.acthoundclub.org/judges.html  

http://www.acthoundclub.org/judges.html


Letter from the President — Jon Skiller 

Congratulations to everyone who contributed to the last bumper edition of The Hunter, I’m still 

working my way through the twenty pages but I particularly enjoyed reading the articles by 

Helen Mossler and Effie Salmon. 

While browsing through the internet I came across a US site, “Dress me 4 a dog show”.  The    

out-net suggested an Oscar de la Renta silk floral bow dress US $1357.00, topped off with a 

silky fringe of highlighted hair and a well placed Hermes scarf.  A low cut top is also an       

option….depending on the judges gender, but definitely not in stretched cotton.  The big        

“no-no” was leather pants because of the squeaking as you ran around the ring!!! 

As a ringside observer there are many exhibitors that make an effort for that professional look in the ring.  Most exhibitors 

these days have 3-4 outfits which they alternate.  There is no problem wearing the same outfit four shows running, remember 

“lucky, lucky lucky”!! 

Remember the fabulous Christmas Show coming up in December.  Details are in this edition of The Hunter. 

 

Enjoy the moment,  

Chow, Jon Skiller.  
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Letter from the editor - Priscilla Hickie 

Welcome to the July edition of The Hunter. June saw yet another successful ACT Hound Club show.  Congratulations to all the 

winners, and thank you to everyone who took part. Remember if you have any suggestions for the next show please contact 

the club.   

Thanks for being so patient with this edition, and apologies for the lateness.  The Kikongo basenji’s and myself are settling in 

well to the new basenji palace, with lots of space for the evening editions of the basenji 500!!   

We have a jam-packed DOUBLE edition for you with a fabulous article on hounds part-taking in lure coursing. An interesting 
introduction to club life members M. and Mrs. Weston And of course our regular features.   
 
Remember if your dog has recently gained their Aust Champ status, or even had a group or class in group win, please contact 
me so we can include the information in the next edition of The Hunter: Kikongo.basenji@optusnet.com.au 

 

Letter from the sub editors; Kikongo Basenji's:  

If you heard mum screaming from the Kikongo Manor the night before the last Hound Club show, it was because one of us 

(Kobi) thought it would be funny to run around the back of the big TV and push it off the stand.  Yes it broke and we ran 

for our lives!!!  But mum still loves us and we are back in the good books…..for now.  

Please feel free to email the editor with any photos’, funny stories, or just for the sheer sake of bragging about your dogs 

latest win!  Kikongo.basenji@optusnet.com.au 
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I'm one of those people that have 

always had dogs.  My first  

memory of a dog was my parents 

white Alsatian, as GSD's were 

called then.  Over the years a 

number of dogs passed through 

the family home, all of them 

mutts.  

 

It wasn't until the 80's that I got 

my first pure bred dog - an    

Afghan hound from the 

pound.  Toffee started my love affair with the breed.  

 

Once I was in a position to get another Afghan I searched high and low 

to find what I wanted and was fortunate enough to get Faxon - Tianze 

Power of Truth CCD.  I got Faxon purely as a pet, I had no wish to get 

involved with that whole showing malarky.  I was quite happy doing 

Obedience and trialling - getting a Community Companion Dog (CCD) 

title on Faxon - the second Afghan Hound in Aus to achieve this. 

 

Then Anita got Lucy her first Saluki, before I knew it we were going 

off to shows, then I did a Stewards course, then I was handling a Saluki 

in the ring.  How did this happen? 

 

We then joined the Hound Club and before long Anita was Secretary 

and I was helping out at Hound Club shows.  Then at an AGM I some-

how became Treasurer.  This will be my third year as Treasurer and I 

have to admit that I kinda enjoy it. 

 

I'm now showing my Afghan Bitch Chloe - Tianze Arwen th Even-

star.  And yes I am enjoying this whole show malarky. 

Meet Your Committee 
Member: 

Bear Paintain 

Treasurer 



LionsLea Rhodesian Ridgebacks 

 

About us - My first exposure to the Rhodesian Ridgeback started in the 70‘s in the UK with our family dog ―George‖. George was a 
source of much entertainment for me (not so much for our Persian cat ―Princess‖ who spent many of her days seeking peace and 
quiet up a tree in the backyard) but conversely many cold English winter nights curled up with George in his basket. In true        
Ridgeback style he had an appetite for most things that wouldn‘t eat him first, including a Rabbit fur coat which he hunted down and 
shredded one evening (after all it was fair game hanging up in the closet, wasn‘t it? :) and at times he could be completely hard of 
hearing but most of all he was a great companion who indulged a child in the usual games of hide and seek, hunt the dog biscuit and 

blind mans bluff! 

For many years I had always wanted my own dog but was not settled enough to take on the responsibility and commitment 

required. After many years of travelling for both pleasure and employment I was finally ready to settle down enough to be 

owned by a Ridgeback.     

     Thus in 2004 I discovered the Livernose and along 

came Kheldar. 

It is true when they say Ridgebacks are addictive - I now 

own four.  

 

Pictured above and left: 
Ch.Umkimzulu Kiss The Girls 

‘Kheldar’ 
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‘Gidget’ also a Livernose came to me I 

am sure by the hand of providence! 

 

 

‘Jayda’  
(Now Ch) Sixemm Justa Girl Scout (ai) 

‘Gidget’ 

 

Jayda my first Blacknose is Kheldar‘s daughter from a litter he 

sired. 

Pictured: Ch. Huntingridge Johari 

‘Jayda’ 

 

And not forgetting Ziva my first home bred girl (also a 

livernose:) 

Pictured: Ch. Lionslea Beautiful Dawn 

‘Ziva’ 

I do not confess to having favourites however I cannot hide the fact that I have a particular passion for the Livernose Ridge-

back. Although they may still not be as widely popular as the more traditional Blacknose, these days they are being seen 

more frequently in the show ring and many judges and Ridgeback lovers alike are now taking the time to appreciate them. 
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Initially I was not even interested in showing, mostly because it just never occurred to me but as I learnt more I became 

increasingly intrigued and after attending my first show I was hooked. Michael was initially drawn into the show ring under 

sufferance to help me handle the growing pack but has not looked backed since and we have now exhibited in five States of 

Australia - at large Metropolitan shows, in small Rural Townships, and at Royals and Breed Specialty shows. The Ridgeback 

is a popular breed amongst exhibitors and despite the amount of quality competition we have successfully campaigned our 

first four Ridgebacks to their Australian Championship titles. It has also been a great way to see Australia - and we have 

become quite adept at hunting down Pet Friendly accommodation! J 

We are also active members of The Rhodesian Ridgeback Club Inc (NSW) as well as members of various other Hound 

Clubs. 

I am grateful to the breeders for the legacy of the wonderful dogs that produced Kheldar, Gidget and Jayda and in turn hope 

that they have brought some credit to that legacy if not through their achievements then through their willing spirits! We are 

incredibly proud of them especially in the hands of novices but most importantly, in true Ridgeback style, dignified and un-

swerving, they freely bestow on us the gift of their loyalty and love which is far beyond the value of any ribbon or title. 

 

They are the foundation of Lionslea and the inspiration for our motto "Amazing Grace Noble Heart".  

Lionslea commenced it‘s own breeding program in 2008.  

Pictured: The first generation and future of Lionslea at 5 months of 

age. 

And again… 

As the first Lionslea Champions 
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Tyson’ Ch. Lionslea Master And Commander (owned by Ramez 
& Shirley Katf, ACT)  

 

 

 

! 

 

‘Ziva’ Ch. Lionslea Beautiful Dawn 

 

 

 

About the breed - Dogs bearing a ridge of hair growing in a forward direction along the 
back     resided in South Africa by the early 1500s. The aboriginal Hottentots (also called 
the Quena or Khoikoi tribe) used these half-wild dogs for hunting in the African veldt.  

Photo of Lion taken on location in Africa by Ramez Katf  

When Dutch, German and Huguenot immigrants, collectively called the Boers, brought European breeds with them to Southern 
Africa during the 16th and 17th centuries, the characteristics for the creation of a new breed, the Rhodesian Ridgeback, came 
together. The Boers needed a dog that could hunt a variety of game by sight and scent, possessed speed as well as endurance 
and had the intelligence and agility to avoid being hurt during a hunt. The settlers wanted a dog that would protect their families 
and be good companions. The crossed their mastiffs, sighthounds and scenthounds, such as Great Danes, Greyhounds and 
Bloodhounds, with the native ridge-backed dogs to develop a multipurpose dog suited for life in a harsh homeland of scarce    
water, extremes of temperature and large game animals. The resulting dogs that retained the prominent ridge were the ancestors 
of the Rhodesian Ridgeback, as we know it today. Introduced into Rhodesia (now Zimbabwe) in the 1870‘s, several big-game 
hunters, including Cornelius von Rooyen, recognized the value of the breed for hunting lions and established selective breeding 
in that country. In Rhodesia in 1922, the breed standard was written and has remained essentially unchanged. Initially recognized 
by the South African Kennel Club as the Rhodesian Lion Dog, the name was officially changed to Rhodesian Ridgeback in 1932. 
Ridgebacks are a riveting combination of controlled strength and regal expression and tend to attract attention wherever they go. 
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The hallmark ridge, a genetically dominant trait known to exist in only two pure breeds in the world, is the Ridgebacks most    
striking physical characteristic. The large athletic frame and dignified presence of the dog commands instant respect, but beneath 
the bodyguard exterior resides a surprisingly gentle, loving soul. 

What is the best part of your breed?  Definitely their loyalty. 

What’s the worst part of your breed?  Selective hearing! 

Any litter’s planned? Yes I am planning a litter towards the end of this year. 

Other Achievements - I think it‘s worth a mention that ‗Tyson‘ Ch. Lionslea Master And Commander 
has done us proud in the obedience ring. He and his owner Shirley Katf have recently passed their 
Transition Level Obedience exam and are ready for trialling. I wish them both the best of luck in this 

discipline. Congratulations to Shirl and Tyson – a great team!  

Pictured: ‘Tyson’ Concentrating on passing his exam! 

New Challenges – Although as a new breeder I am facing different challenges all the time my latest is a new addition to the Lion-

slea family – A lively black and tan Afghan Hound called ―Hope‖ Taejon 

Esperanza (ai) AKA Little Miss Hopeful. I am enjoying her immensely in-

cluding the grooming process which I find rather relaxing. It didn‘t take long 

for her to find her place in the pack and she just adores the Ridgebacks. A 

true comic at heart she relishes in keeping everyone she meets entertained 

with her antics whilst keeping ME on my toes!! 

Pictured: Taejon Esperanza (ai)  
‘Hope’ is co-owned with Taejon 

What’s your best show experience so far?  
 
Winning Best Baby Puppy in Show at last years NSW Rhodesian Ridge-

back Specialty with my first home-
bred girl. It was a very special    
moment for me.  
 
I was thrilled again this year to win Best Opposite Junior in Show with her. 
 
Pictured: Ziva with her Trophy 

!! 

 

 

What’s your funniest show experience? Hmmm…A picture tells 
a thousand words!! 
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What Breed Is That? - The Cretan Hound 
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Description: 

The Cretan Hound is a slender dog, somewhere in the   

middle between a scent hound and a sight hound in body, 

particularly light on its feet (that are oval rather than    

cat-like) and strong in loin, specially adopted for swift 

reflexes and high speed over dangerous, rocky           

terrain. The head is wedge-shaped, elongated and dry, 

with pricked and very mobile ears that fold backwards 

like a greyhound’s during the chase. (Specimens with    

semi-pricked or drop ears do occur, and the latter tend to 

be more sight-houndy in type; there is also a smaller     

variety, something like a whippet, and little is known about 

it). The skin is fine and tight over the body, sort and of 

many colors. The tail is a most important breed           

characteristic, long and curved upwards, forming a loose 

or tight ring and covered with a brush of longer hair    

underneath. The dog is slightly longer than tall, with     

medium angulations, slender legs and good muscle; the 

ribcage is spacious but neither too broad nor too rounded 

and it doesn’t quite reach the point of elbow. The loin is 

slender yet powerful and there is good tuck-up, with the 

points of the hipbones slightly prominent.   There should be 

a balance between characteristics of speed and stamina, 

the conformation being a compromise producing great agility. Flabby, clumsy, heavy individuals not 

to be tolerated. Colors: pure white, cream, sandy, fawn, grey, black or brindle, bi-colored or       

tri-colored. 

Temperament: 

The Cretan Hound uses both sight and scent on the hunt and they have a particular tendency to taste 

the aerial or ground scent, even to the point of sucking it from pebbles and stones. When the prey is 

sensed, the tail moves in circular fashion and the hound becomes rigid, moments before the chase 

begins. Meek, affectionate, aristocratic, yet deadly on the chase, it’s a polite hound that comes alive 

in the presence of prey; clean, gentle, elegant in form and movement, it’s never vulgar or         

overwhelming in gestures. Slightly reserved with strangers, it’s naturally inquisitive and tolerant. The 

Cretan Hound lives happily together with other domestic animals but will ruthlessly chase the 

neighbor’s cat! Excellent, gentle and very affectionate with children. It rarely barks but will give 

notice of strangers approaching its home; at the farm it will kill mice and rats and it’s not indifferent 

to feathered game, but the latter use will make the breed lazy and untidy in the hunt; its constitution 

needs the challenge of the true chase. Make sure you are this dogs calm, but firm, and confident 

leader providing enough leadership and exercise to produce a well balanced canine companion. 

Proper human to dog communication is essential. 

 

 

 

 

http://www.dogbreedinfo.com/pets/pet.htm
http://www.dogbreedinfo.com/articles/whybaddog.html
http://www.dogbreedinfo.com/articles/whybaddog.html
http://www.dogbreedinfo.com/topdogrules.htm
http://www.dogbreedinfo.com/articles/dogwalk.htm
http://www.dogbreedinfo.com/articles/humandog.htm
http://www.dogbreedinfo.com/articles/speakingdog.htm


Cretan Hound 
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“IT IS POSSIBLE 

THAT THEIR 

ANCESTORS CAME 

FROM AFRICA BUT 

THEY WERE           

SUBSEQUENTLY 

ADAPTED TO THIS 

VERY UNIQUE 

HABITAT OF 

CRETE” 

Height, Weight 

Height: Females 19+ inches (50+ cm)  

Males 27+ inches (60+ cm) 
Weight:  

44-66 pounds (20-30 kg) 

Health Problems: 

A fairly healthy breed. 

Living Conditions: 

This breed is not recommended for apartment life. It needs space to run. 

Exercise: 

Robust and healthy, it’s a breed easy to maintain as long as it has plenty of exercise, which 

includes a daily walk, where the dog is made to heel beside or    behind the human holding 

the lead, as in a dog's mind the leader leads the way and that leader needs to be the  

humans. It will also greatly enjoy running free in a safe open space. 

Life Expectancy: 

About 10-12 years or more. 

Grooming: 

Brush with a firm bristle brush, and dry shampoo occasionally. Bathe in mild soap only when  

necessary. Inspect the feet and mouth for damage after work or exercise sessions. Keep the 

nails trimmed. This breed is an average shedder. 

Origin: 

A primitive hunting breed, its existence on the Greek island of Crete is documented in writ-

ing and artifacts for at least 3500 years. It was extensively cultivated and used by the Mi-

noan   civilization which, at its peak, dominated over most part of the 

Aegean, the Cyclades islands and eastern Peloponessus. A tracking 

and coursing hound, it was always used in chasing and catching hare 

and wild rabbits on the harsh terrains of its native island. The classic 

authors praised the Cretan hounds (Kressai Kynes) as the best hare-

hunters known to man and in the ancient times they were exported to 

the Greek colonies and other countries in Europe, reaching as far as 

Spain and the British islands, to mix and improve the local hounds. The 

dogs have many such peculiar traits and they are       evidently a truly 

ancient species, probably the oldest dog breed in Europe. It is possible 

that their ancestors came from Africa but they were           subse-

quently adapted to this very unique habitat of Crete, an island     re-

mote enough to host other unique species of animals also, such as a 

unique sub-species of wild goat, lynx and others. Isolated there for       

millennia, these dogs were formed by function to perform a particular 

and challenging task and they remained even stubborn. They don’t like 

to give their dogs to outsiders and even to this day the best specimens are kept hidden from 

the public eye. Breeding practices are ruthless and the limited means of the past taught the 

locals to neuter all but the best males and destroy the dogs that were lacking in the hunt. 

This resulted in a            particularly strong and healthy breed, but also one very small in 

numbers. For years they were kept secret and even now they rarely leave Crete, apart 

from on the rare occasions they take part in International dog shows held in Athens, where 

the visitors have the opportunity to meet a true living legend. 

Group 

Hound     Information courtesy the Dog Breed Info Center: www.dogbreedinfocenter.com 

http://www.dogbreedinfo.com/articles/dogwalk.htm


 

 

 

 

Elizabeth Clydesdale is a lure coursing enthusiast, living in Queensland.  She is 
the owner of the 2008 Hope   Island Cup winner, Barzoom Bengal Cat, pictured 
here to the left (Bred by Effie Salmon). 

 
 

A REVIEW OF LURE COURSING IN QUEENSLAND 
                                   
 
Lure Coursing started  at Hope Island in Queensland about 1983 by Sabine and 
Steve Mueller, Ian Smith and a few of their friends.  Sabine and Steve lived at 
Hope Island and started racing Afghan Hounds, Salukis and    Greyhounds.   In the 
early days some races were held on private property, pony club grounds and at 
Hope Island until they finally settled on the grounds at Kuraby.1   

 
To date we have pure breeds, unregistered and mixed breeds, if a dog will chase, then it takes no time at all for the dog to 
learn to course.   
 
During the year dog‘s race for the fun of it, and also to compete in the Hope Island Cup Race, this was named because the 
first races were started at Hope Island.  The race is an invitational race for the top two scoring dogs in every breed, it is run 
over 500 metres and there are two races during the day.  Because of the distance a Vet is on hand to check the dog‘s heart 
rate before and after racing. 
 
Last year Barzoom Bengal Cat and Lomar Vuai Kai (our two dogs) were invited to race.  Kai was withdrawn because he 
would not allow the Vet to check him, so Bengal went out and won the Hope Island Cup trophy and also the trophy for the 
Top Overall Scoring Dog on the day.  Bengal is the first Basenji in 25 years to win either trophies.  
 
How a dog is Judged 
 
Lure Coursing is not only a test of speed but is also judged on enthusiasm, follow, speed, agility and endurance. 
 
Enthusiasm (max 15 points) lively, single minded, showing great eagerness and determination in regard to the lure, after the 
start and until the lure returns to the catching pen for the course. 
 
Follow (max 15 points) chasing the lure with the intent of taking it, while maintaining a path of reasonably close proximity to 
the lure‘s course, considering the relative positions of the dogs to the lure and to each other. Keenness is exhibited when the 
dog reacts immediately to any change in the motion of the lure.  A dog that becomes unsighted for some good reason and yet 
attempts to find the lure again is not severely penalised,       depending on how hard it works at trying to find the lure again, 
and how hard it works at trying to find the lure again, and how soon it does so. 
 

Speed (max 25 points) rapidity in moving, the rate of moving or progress.  Credit goes to the dog that levels 
out low, stretching and really drives.  Since timing is not used to measure speed, the dog‘s manner of 
―putting out‖ is an important means of assessing its ability to cover ground. 
 
Agility (max 25 points) the ability to move quickly and easily;  nimbleness in negotiating terrain, which may 
cause a dog to slip or slide;  turning without going wide or cutting or breaking stride;  co-ordination of move-
ment. 
 
Endurance (max 20 points) lasting quality, stamina of physical and mental concentration.  Credit is given to 
the dog, which does not fade, or pull up or slacken. 
 

How are different Breeds Judged by Carol Cameron 2 

Lure Coursing Hounds 
By Elizabeth Clydesdale 
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“LURE 

COURSING IS 

NOT ONLY A 

TEST OF SPEED 

BUT IS ALSO 

JUDGED ON 

ENTHUSIASM, 

FOLLOW, SPEED, 

AGILITY AND 

ENDURANCE” 



 
An often heard comment from members is that ―…the Greyhounds are so fast, they always win.  How can other dogs 
compete against them?‖  Firstly, no dog is judged against another dog, every dog is scored according to its own      
performance against the scoring criteria.  Even when two dogs run a course together, each dog is scored against the 
criteria and not against the other dog running with it. 
 
Lure coursing was originally developed to give sight hounds an opportunity to do what they are originally bred for when 
live game coursing was no longer possible.  In some states, lure coursing is still only held for sight hounds.  When the 
founders of our club started coursing using an electric motor and only a couple of bends, all dog‘s owned by these  
people were coursed.  This meant that as judges were trained, they learned to judge all breeds of dogs not just their 
own breed, and not only sight hounds. 
 
Each dog is judged on its performance.  When judging the different breeds, we consider what that breed function 
was.  For example, those Jack Russell Terriers were bred to catch rats.  Border Collies herded sheep, Kelpies herded 
cattle,  GSP‘s are gun dogs and Rottweilers and Doberman are guard dogs. 
 
Kelpies are fast and chase the lure, watching that it does not stray and trying to keep it on a fairly straight line.  Border 
Collies are used to keeping sheep in a mob.  They will often run ahead of the lure and wait to push a stray back into the 
mob.  If it goes past, then the Collie chases to try and catch and turn it back to that imaginary mob.  Although the follow 
is not good, the Collie is working that lure and cannot be scored down for poor follow.  It may score lower on agility if it 
cuts corners to get ahead of the lure. 
 
GSP‘s are not fast dogs and so should not be expected to race at a high speed.  They should show that they are trying 
to get to the lure and retrieve that bird.  They should follow the lure well and show agility on the corners, as their speed 
is not so great that they would run past the corner.  Rottweilers and Doberman should show a good pace and some can 
show a good turn of speed.  They should show a good follow of the lure and have reasonable turning ability on cor-
ners.  The heavier Rottweiler may slightly over-run the corners depending on the amount of speed. 
 
J.T.R‘s will chase forever and show good speed.  They will cut a corner if the lure is too far ahead and that is            
sensible.  A dog that follows the rope along the course even though the plastic bag is heading off in another direction is 
not showing that it is chasing the lure, as much as following the rope. 
 
Finally, Greyhounds and Whippets are sprinters and are expected to show great speed, so this would not earn them 
higher marks.  They need to show that they have the agility to turn the corner quickly at speed and not have to do a 
great circle to get back onto the lure.  Speed for them could be a slight disadvantage.  Some of our retired Racing  
Greyhounds do not have good cornering ability as they have been trained to race on an oval track at very great speed 
with no corners to turn.  They have to learn to turn corners. 
 
These are just a few impressions from this judge. 
 
 
 
FOOTN   
 
 
 
 
 
 

1          “The Pursuit”; Lure Coursing in Queensland.  
2         Queensland Lure Coursing Association, “Members Handbook” 

 

 

Photo by Pinnicle 

www.pinnicle.com.au 
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“ LURE 

COURSING WAS 

ORIGINALLY 

DEVELOPED TO 

GIVE SIGHT 

HOUNDS AN 

OPPORTUNITY 

TO DO WHAT 

THEYWERE 

ORIGINALLY 

BREED TO DO” 

   



Some Personal Tips from Elizabeth for the beginner: 

 Run them in pairs to start with so that one chases the lure and the 

other chases the dog until they get the hang of it and both chase the lure, 

then you can run them separately or still together.   

 Tie a Woolworths plastic bag on a lead or string and run around the 

yard to get them to chase as this will give them the idea of what to do at lure 

coursing.    

 When you go to coursing it is best to take your dog down to the fence 

and let him see what the other dogs are doing with the lure, and talk to them 

(get excitement in your voice) and get you dog excited at what is going on.  

We pick Kai up so he can see over the fence at what the dog and lure are 

doing and he has this high pitched squeal, he gets so excited and wants to 

get out there, he is climbing up on my husbands shoulders and head with 

excitement (this happens every time we go in fact as soon as we turn into the fenced yard they know where they are.   

 When its your turn and you are waiting for the lure to come past before you let your dog go, talk to him get him excited, encour-

age him as to what is about to happen, get some excitement in you voice, I tell my dogs to ―watch, watch‖ even when chasing 

ducks in our yard I call out ―watch‖ and they come running over to me to see what I am excited about and then I point to the 

ducks and they‘re off. 

 If there are other Basenji people at coursing they may let you run one of their dogs with yours (male and female) so that their 

dog chases the lure and your dog chases theirs until they understand what to chase. 

 Not all dogs will chase, you have to have one that is a hunter or interested in running, once he understands coursing then one 

of your other dogs who maybe not as interested will follow the dog running and pick it up that way. 

 We have half runs up here for the first timers, where the dogs only run half the course till they get used to chasing, but we have 

always started our dogs together and with a full run, then separated them later.  

Don’t worry if yours dogs are slow to pick it up, give them some time, don’t forget lure coursing is for the dogs and 

they enjoy a run no matter how long or short. The win is for the owner,        

the dogs don’t care! 

 

Photo by Pinnicle 
www.pinnicle.com.au 
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PINNICLE  
PO BOX 57  

Mortdale NSW 2223 
Australia 

Ph 0411 101223 
Fax 61 2 95840209 

email pinnicle@gmail.com 

mailto:pinnicle@gmail.com


 

 
A personal experience from a first time Lure Courser! 

Editor - Priscilla Hickie 
 

As the editor of the newsletter I decided it was my duty to try out the lure coursing for myself.  So off I went to Sydney, four basenji‘s in tow to 
attend the Afghan Club of Sydney‘s Lure coursing day.  Its held once a month at Erskine Park and I have to say the three hour drive there 
and back was worth it.  My dogs had a ball, and yes, I did manage to catch all of them after the run with the kind help of fellow coursers and 
many, many treats.  
 
With my heart in my mouth I let my first dog go.  I have NEVER EVER let my dogs of the lead.  Basenji‘s are well known for their lack of   
obedience in coming back to their owner and taking every advantage of their freedom and taking off.  None-the-less I threw caution to the 
wind, and absolutely enjoyed every moment of watching my dogs run at full speed, and watching that hunting  instinct kick in.  They thrived 
on every moment, and when they were excitedly waiting for their next run you could see the anticipation their face, jumping up and down and 
yodelling at the other dogs chasing the lure. 
 

The ACT Hound Club has put together a committee to set up a fun lure coursing day for dogs in the ACT.  We would like 

to invite  anyone who is interested or can assist in this day, especially with venue options or ideas to please contact the 

club.   

 acthoundclub@gmail.com 
   

The Hunter 

Hounds Lure Coursing 

Kobi with his hunting instinct kicking in, he smiled all the way back to the treat in my hand! 

Kobi with his mum Trixie taking off  on a run.  
With my heart in my mouth I let them go for the first 

time.  And still got them all back! 
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June 2, 2009 Championship Show 
  Mr John Lewington (SA) 

BIS: Deerhound, Gr Ch Bhealaich Gotta Luv Me (Buckley) 
 

RUBIS: Whippet, Ch Rushdale Bronze Warrior (Jennings/Birse) 
 

Baby: Irish Wolfhound, Wulfgar Travelerson (Gendle) 
 

Minor: Whippet, Beauroi Summer Rain (McNeill) 
 

Puppy: Beagle, Bimberi Bohemian Girl (O'Keefe) 
 

Junior: Irish Wolfhound, Finneagle Aoife (Imp UK) (Baker/Gendle) 
 

Intermediate: Afghan Hound, Aviva Winter Wish (Bacich) 
 

Australian Bred: As for BIS 
Open: As for RUBIS 

 
Neuter: Saluki, Ch Nomadic Torc Enchantment (Rieger) 

 
                          BOB Irish Wolfhound - Finneagle Aoife (Imp UK) 

Total Entry: 105 

 

http://www.acthoundclub.org/bios/lewington.html
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June saw yet another wonderful Hound Club 
Show.  And on a typical Canberra chilli winter 
day, with the wind blowing straight from the snow 
fields, and cold rain falling through the afternoon, 
it was great to see so many people make an   
appearance.   
 
From the wonderful showing of wolfhounds who 
revelled in the cold weather, and the short haired 
breeds shivering their way through the show, 
members still plucked up the courage to flash a 
smile, even though the lips were a light shade of 
blue! 
 
We hope you enjoy some of the following shots 
form the day   



ACT Hound Club Winter June Show 2009 
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The following article is courtesy of Ms Helen Veless from the Afrikenji Kennel.  Helen is 
a basenji breeder and web designer from Victoria and welcomes anyone who would like 
to add to the list of items below that are toxic to dogs.   
 
You can visit Helen, and husband David‘s web site‘s at the following address‘:  
 

 http://www.dogwebdesign.afrikenji.com/toxicdogs.html 
http://www.afrikenji.com/ 

 
There are a few things to be aware of in and around your home if you own a dog. Since 

dogs & especially puppies are generally very curious and nosey & will often nibble or chew on almost anything it pays to be very 
careful with the products or plants we choose to use in our gardens and homes. 

Toxic Plants 
Alphabetical listing of poisonous plants : 

Poisonous Plants by Category  
Bulbs: Amaryllis, Autumn Crocus, Daffodil, Day Lily, Elephant Ears, Gladiolas, Hyacinth, Iris, Lily of the Valley, Narcissus, Orange 
Day Lily, Tulip  
 
Ferns: Asparagus Fern, Australian Nut, Emerald Feather (aka Emerald Fern), Emerald Fern (aka Emerald Feather), Lace Fern, 
Plumose Fern  
 
Flowering Plants: Cyclamen, Hydrangea, Kalanchoe, Poinsettia 
 
Garden Perennials: Charming Dieffenbachia, Christmas Rose, Flamingo Plant, Foxglove, Marijuana, Morning Glory, Nightshade, 
Onion, Tomato Plant, Tropic Snow Dumbcane 
 
House Plants: Ceriman (aka Cutleaf Philodendron), Chinese Evergreen, Cordatum, Corn Plant (aka Cornstalk Plant), Cutleaf 
Philodendron (aka Ceriman), Devil's Ivy, Dumb Cane, Golden Pothos, Green Gold Nephthysis, Marble Queen, Mauna Loa Peace 
Lily, Nephthytis, Peace Lily, Red-Margined Dracaena, Striped Dracaena, Taro Vine, Warneckei Dracaena  
 
Lilies: Asian Lily (liliaceae), Easter Lily, Glory Lily, Japanese Show Lily, Red Lily, Rubrum Lily, Stargazer Lily, Tiger Lily, Wood Lily 
Shrubs: Cycads, Heavenly Bamboo, Holly, Jerusalem Cherry, Mistletoe "American", Oleander, Precatory Bean, Rhododendron, 
Saddle Leaf Philodendron, Sago Palm, Tree Philodendron, Yucca  
 
Succulents: Aloe (Aloe Vera) 
 
Trees: Avocado, Buddist Pine, Chinaberry Tree, Japanese Yew (aka Yew), Lacy Tree, Macadamia Nut, Madagascar Dragon 
Tree, Queensland Nut, Schefflera, Yew (aka Japanese Yew) 
 
Vines: Branching Ivy, English Ivy, European Bittersweet, Glacier Ivy, Hahn's self branching English Ivy, Needlepoint Ivy 
 
Miscellaneous / Uncategorized: American Bittersweet, Andromeda Japonica, Azalea, Bird of Paradise, Buckeye, Caladium Hortu-
lanum, Calla Lily, Castor Bean, Clematis, Fiddle-Leaf Philodendron, Florida Beauty, Fruit Salad Plant, Golden Dieffenbachia, 
Gold Dust Dracaena, Heartleaf Philodendron, Horsehead Philodendron, Hurricane Plant, Mexican Breadfruit, Mother-in-law,  
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Toxic to dogs 

http://www.dogwebdesign.afrikenji.com/toxicdogs.html


 
 
 
 
 
 
Panda, Philodendron Pertusum, 
Red Emerald, Red Princess, Ribbon Plant, Satin Pothos, Spotted Dumb Cane, Sweetheart Ivy, Swiss Cheese Plant, Variable 
Dieffenbachia, Variegated Philodendron, Yesterday/Today/Tomorrow 
 

:: Cocoa Mulch :: 
Cocoa is used for mulching gardens and is sold in the USA in Garden supply stores....I don't know if it is available for sale in    

Australia. 
Puppies would present an especially higher risk of ingestion as they chew on anything and everything and we all know how good 

chocolate products can smell. 
This Snopes site gives the following information about the Mulch and its risks: 

Cocoa Mulch contains a lethal ingredient 
called Theobromine. It is lethal to dogs and cats. It smells like 

chocolate and can be very attractive to dogs. 
 
 

:: Foods & Household Products :: 
Alcohol 
Do not give your dog sips of any alcoholic beverage. Ingestion can lead to injury, disorientation, sickness, urination problems or 
even coma or death from alcohol poisoning. Some dogs may be attracted to alcoholic drinks so be careful not to leave one lying 
around where a dog can reach it. 
 
Apple, Apricot 
The seeds contain cyanogenic glycosides which can result in cyanide poisoning. 
 
Avocado 
Avocado contains a toxic element called persin which can damage heart, lung and other tissue in many animals. Avocadoes are 
high in fat content and can trigger an upset stomach, vomiting or even pancreatitis. The seed pit is also toxic and if swallowed can 
become lodged in the intestinal tract where it may cause a severe blockage which will have to be removed surgically.  
 
 
Bones 
Cooked bones can be very hazardous for your dog. Bones become brittle when cooked which causes them to splinter when   
broken and travelling through the dogs digestive system. The splinters have sharp edges that have been known to become stuck 
in the teeth, caused choking when caught in the throat or caused a rupture or puncture of the stomach lining or intestinal tract.  
 
Symptoms of choking are: 
— Pale or blue gums 
— Gasping Open-mouthed breathing 
— Pawing at face 
—Slow, shallow breathing 
—Unconscious, with dilated pupils 
 
Raw bones (uncooked) like chicken necks or beef knuckle bones are generally considered safe and help keep your dog's teeth 
healthy by removing plaque. A caution - bones have a high calcium content and too many can cause severe constipation. 
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Caffeine 
Beverages with caffeine (like 
soda, tea, coffee) acts as a stimulant and can accelerate your pet's heartbeat to a dangerous level. Pets ingesting caffeine have 
been known to have seizures, some fatal. 
 
Chewing Gum or Sugar free Lollies 
Sugar free gum or lollies containing xylitol has been recognised to be a risk to pets. This compound can cause seizures, liver 
damage and death in some dogs. This information is recent and some vets may not be familiar with xylitol poisoning. 
 
 
Cherries 
The seed pit contains cyanogenic glycosides which can cause cyanide poisoning. 
 
Chocolate 
Chocolate contains theobromine, a compound that is a cardiac stimulant and a diuretic. When affected by an overdose of choco-
late, a dog can become excited and hyperactive. Due to the diuretic effect, it may pass large volumes of urine and it will be     
unusually thirsty. Vomiting and diarrhea are also common. The effect of theobromine on the heart is the most dangerous effect. 
Theobromine will either increase the dog‘s heart rate or may cause the heart to beat irregularly. Death is quite possible, especially 
with exercise. Symptoms of chocolate poisoning include: vomiting, diarrhea, tremors, hyperactivity, irregular heartbeat and  
seizures. 
 
After their dog has eaten a large quantity of chocolate, many pet owners assume their pet is unaffected. However, the signs of 
sickness may not be seen for several hours, with death following within twenty-four hours. 
 
Cocoa powder and cooking chocolate are the most toxic forms. These forms of chocolate contain ten times more theobromine 
than milk chocolate. Even licking a substantial part of the chocolate icing from a cake can make a dog sick. The next most      
dangerous forms are semi-sweet chocolate and dark chocolate, with milk chocolate being the least dangerous. A dog needs to 
eat more than a 250gm block of milk chocolate, however the high amount of fat found in milk chocolate can lead to an attack of 
pancreatitis. 
 
Corn Cobs 
Many dogs have suffered and, in some cases, died after eating corn-on-the-cob, because the corn cob caused a partial or     
complete intestinal obstruction or blockage of the Bowel. Never allow your dog access to corn cobs. 
 
 
Grapes or Raisins 
Although the minimum lethal dosage is not known, grapes and raisins can be toxic to dogs when ingested in large quantities. The 
symptoms are gastrointestinal signs including vomiting and diarrhea, and then signs of kidney failure with an onset of severe  
kidney signs starting about 24 hours after ingestion. 
 
Due to the severity of the signs and the potential for death, the veterinarians at the National Animal Poison Control Center 
(NAPCC) advocate aggressive treatment for any dog believed to have ingested excessive amounts of grapes or raisins, including 
inducing vomiting, stomach pumping and administration of activated charcoal, followed by intravenous fluid therapy for at least 48 
hours or as indicated based on the results of blood tests for kidney damage. 
 
 
Macadamia Nuts 
The toxic compound is unknown but eating as few as six nuts without the shell has been known to cause elevated body          
temperature, accelerated heartbeat, tremors in the skeletal muscles, and weakness or paralysis of the hindquarters. Affected 
dogs have difficulty or are unable to rise, are distressed and usually panting.Some affected dogs have had swollen limbs and 
showed pain when the limb was manipulated. Dogs did recover from the muscle weakness and pain and it is not known if there 
have been any fatal cases. Macadamia butter is included in this warning.  
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Mouldy or Spoiled Foods 
The common mould found growing on many foods contain toxins such as Penicillium mould toxins or tremorgenic mycotoxins.  
Symptoms of poisoning include severe tremors and seizures that can last for hours or even days. This is considered an         
emergency and medical treatment is needed to control the seizures and detoxify the dog. 
 
Spoiled foods can cause food poisoning. Symptoms of food poisoning are severe vomiting, diarrhea and shock. 
 
Prevention is the best course, don't feed your dog mouldy food left in the fridge and remove access to rotten food in rubbish or 
compost bins. 
 
Onions 
Onions cause hemolytic anemia, which means that the red blood cells break down leaving the dog short of oxygen. Onion      
poisoning can occur with a single ingestion of large quantities or with repeated meals containing small amounts of onion. The 
condition generally improves once the dog is prevented from eating any further onion. The poisoning may occur a few days after 
the dog has eaten the onion. At first dogs affected by onion poisoning show gastroenteritis with vomiting and diarrhea, weakness 
and show little or no interest in food. The red pigment from the burst blood cells appears in an affected dog's urine making it dark   
coloured. The dog will experience shortness of breath because the red blood cells that carry oxygen through the body are       
reduced in number. Other symptoms are elevated body temperature, confusion, and increased heart rate. Seek veterinary care 
immediately. 
 
Caution:  
If feeding Baby Food to an ill dog please read the ingredients first to ensure it does not contain onion.  
 
Small amounts of garlic are generally well tolerated. 
 
Peaches, Pears, Plums 
The seed pits contains cyanogenic glycosides which can cause cyanide poisoning. 
 
Plants 
Dogs can become extremely ill or even die from eating poisonous plants. Keep all unknown types of plants and any plants       
suspected of being poisonous out of reach of your pet. 

 
 

 
Plastic Food Wrap 
Dogs have been known to ingest pieces of plastic wrap while trying to eat food remnants left on its surface. Plastic food wrap can 
cause choking or intestinal obstruction. 
 
 
Play Dough 
Home made play dough contains high levels of salt. When ingested this can cause salt poisoning which can be fatal. 
 
 
Rich Fatty Foods 
Rich, fatty foods can be very dangerous to dogs susceptible to attacks of pancreatitis. Often you may not know that your dog is 
susceptible until he is very sick with his first attack.  
 
Signs of pancreatitis generally include an acute onset of vomiting (sometimes with diarrhea) and abdominal pain, which may be 
evidenced as a hunched posture or splinting of the abdomen when picked up. The dog may become very sick quickly and often 
needs intensive fluid and antibiotic therapy. 
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Dear Dogs:  The dishes with the paw prints are yours and contain 
your food.  The other dishes are mine and contain my food.  Placing a 
paw print in the middle of my plate and food does not stake a claim for 
it becoming your food and dish, nor do I find that aesthetically pleasing 
in the slightest. 
 
The stairway was not designed by NASCAR and is not a race-
track.  Racing me to the bottom is not the object.  Tripping me doesn't 
help because I fall faster than you can run. 
 
I cannot buy anything bigger than a king sized bed.  I am very sorry 
about this.  Do not think I will continue sleeping on the couch to ensure 
your comfort, however.  Dogs and cats can actually curl up in a ball 
when they sleep.  It i s not necessary to sleep perpendicular to each 
other, stretched out to the fullest extent possible.  I also know that 

sticking tails straight out and having tongues hanging out on the other end to maximize 
space is nothing but sarcasm. 
 
For the last time, there is no secret exit from the bathroom! If, by some miracle, I beat 
you there and manage to get the door shut, it is not necessary to claw, whine, meow, try to 
turn the knob or get your paw under the edge in an attempt to open the door.  I must exit 
through the same door I entered.  Also, I have been using the bathroom for years - canine/
feline attendance is not required. 
 
The proper order for kissing is:  Kiss me first, then go smell the other dog or cat's butt.  I 
cannot stress this enough. 
 
Finally, in fairness, dear pets, I have posted the following message on the front door: 
 
TO ALL NON-PET OWNERS WHO VISIT AND LIKE TO COMPLAIN ABOUT OUR PETS: 
 
(1)  They live here.  You don't.    
 (2)  If you don't want their hair on your clothes, stay off the furniture.  That's why they call 
it 'fur'-niture.    
 (3) I like my pets a lot better than I like most people.    
 (4)  To you, they are animals.  To me, they are adopted sons/daughters who are short, 
hairy, walk on all fours and don't speak clearly. 
 
Remember, dogs are better than kids because they   
 (1) eat less,   
 (2) don't ask for money all the time,   
 (3) are easier to train,   
 (4) normally come when called,   
 (5) never ask to drive the car,   
 (6) don't hang out with drug-using people;   

 (7) don't smoke or drink,   
 (8) don't want to wear your clothes,   
 (9) don't have to buy the latest fashions,   
 (10) don't need a gazillion dollars for college and   

NOTICE 

TO ALL 

DOGS 
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“SO WHENEVER 

I SEE THE LITTLE 

RED ROSES, I 

SMILE AND 

THINK OF OUR 

LITTLE PRINCESS 

BERRY” 

 

Inner Peace 

       

If you can start the day without caffeine, 

If you can always be cheerful, ignoring aches and pains,  

If you can resist complaining and boring people with your troubles,  

If you can eat the same food every day and be grateful for it,  

If you can understand when your loved ones are too busy to give you any time,  

If you can take criticism and blame without resentment , 

If you can conquer tension without medical help, 

If you can relax without liquor,   

If you can sleep without the aid of drugs,    
 
 

 
...Then You Are  Probably  .........  

 The Family Dog!      

 

 

 
 

 

If you have seen a funny  doggy email, that you would like to share the laugh (lets face it, there’s 

always room for anther one of those!) please send it to the editor 

Priscilla Hickie 

Kikongo.basenji@optusnet.com.au 

 

http://images.google.com.au/imgres?imgurl=http://farm3.static.flickr.com/2367/1514119907_d9da936eec.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.flickr.com/groups/dogsandduvets/discuss/72157603778159059/&usg=__7pu7hj6qvts0eTKihWBh6xTHYtk=&h=375&w=500&sz=175&hl=en&start=31&t
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1. What breeds of dog have you been involved with? 
Since the late 1950‘s when we lived in Victoria we have primarily been involved with 
Dachshunds formerly Standard Long-hairs and since the late 1990‘s miniature long-hair‘s.  
The later in recent years in conjunction with our daughter Linda Stevens and grand-
daughter Amy Stevens.  In the 70‘s and 80‘s we also had English Setters and Cavalier 
King charles Spaniels. 
 
2. What involvement did you have int he earlier days with the Hound Club of the ACT 
and Victoria? 
In Victoria in the years 1960-64 I was secretary of the hound Club of Victoria. June and I 

were both made Life Members of the HCV when we left Victoria for Canberra in 1964. 
 
In 1965 we discussed with Laurie Bray (Standard Smooth Dachshunds) and Jo Ballard (Basset Hounds) the need for a Hound 
Club in the ACT.  We called a meeting of interested hound breeders and owners, held a club meeting and sought affiliation with 
the CKA.  This was granted and the new club obtained approval to conduct our inaugural championship show as part of the 
1965 Canberra Canine Carnival.  Laurie Bray was the first president June the first secretary and I took over as President when 
Laurie left the ACT with the air force shortly after this date. 
 
3. In the 1980’2 you dominated the hound group was this your most successful showing period? 
Certainly the 70‘s and 80‘s could be described as our best sowing years.  We bred and showed a number of Long-hair‘s in this 
period under the ―Fanfare‖ prefix.  Our most successful dog in the 70‘s being Ch Fanfare Dr Livingstone (we called him ―David‖) 
who won the hound group at the 1970 Melbourne Royal Show.  Elsewhere he won five Best in Show All Breed and 23 Hound 
Groups. 
 
Also in the 70‘s was Ch Fanfare Fancy Pants sho won 3 BIS‘s and 20 hound groups and NSW Dachshund Club Best in Show.  
And of course Ch Shalleka Galaxy Prince with 2 BIS‘s and 25 hound group‘s. 
 
Our most successful Long haired arrived from Melbourne in the 80‘s, Ch Millewa Tobin Bronze obtained from Joy and Tom 
Clarkson, Victoria.  ―Toby‘s‖ record includes 23 Best in Show All Breeds, 14 RUBIS‘s 65 Hound Groups and RU and BIS at the 
Hound Club of the ACT. 
 
4. Where do you think the emphasis should be when it comes to judging? 
First look for TYPE. 
 
Ideally with a number of dogs to Choose from, first of all select the best types and from these exhibits the soundest.  This 
should include assessing for balance and movement. 
 
5. How do you think present day showing compares to the days you were showing? 
The general standard of top winners today appears to us to be higher then in earlier days.  This could be due to intelligent appli-
cation of greater knowledge and selectivity on the part of breeders. 
 
 
 



6. What are your thoughts on the current judges training scheme? 

The ACTCA is as we know, in a difficult situation at present.  It is seeking personnel to conduct a renewed scheme of the stan-

dard desired for all State and Territory canine controls.  We would all of course hope that the ACTCA can meet this aim and ob-

tain enough qualified people from the ACT willing and able to conduct a new course here as was run up to recent years. 

 

7. What are your thoughts on the hound group being divided into two groups, namely sight and sent hounds? 

I don‘t think that the hound group in Australia at present has enough exhibits to justify the division. 

 

8. Who are the individuals who have had the most influence in your breeding exhibiting and judging? 

The names we easily remember are almost all female ones.  The individual who had the most influence in encouraging June and 

I to enter the dog world were Ann Banks from Lowline Dachshund Kennel, and Barbara Philpotts-Green, Dachel (Dachshund) 

Kennels, both from Victoria. 

 

In connection with dogs we obtained which assisted with our breeding and exhibiting I would mention Mrs. Philpotts-Green (Vic), 

Mrs. Ruth Simon (NSW), Mrs. Rohnda Berge Phillips (NSW) and Mr. Tom & Mrs. Joy Clarkson (Vic). 
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Ch Millewa Tobin Bronze 
Hound of the Year 1985/86 



9. What was your most enjoyable judging experience? 

So many and varied over the years, difficult to particularize.   Liked the all. 

 

10. From the 1st of July ANKC released new dachshund standards, what  are your thoughts? 

I consider this is a sensible move because there have been differences in some of each separate standard, e.g. the length of ears 

in the LH and MLH Dachshunds compared with the Wirehaired Dachshunds, and in the weight of the LH Dachshunds compared 

with those of the SH and WH Dachshunds.  Judges will need to bear in mind that some of these things cannot be changed in one 

or two generations. 

 

11. What your favorite movie and TV show? 

Favorite movie—‖Best in Show‖ 

Favorite TV show—‖ Keeping up appearances‖ and ―Are You Being 

Served‖ 

 

12. Favourite travel destination? 

Overseas  - England 

Within Australia—Almost anywhere including the outback 

 

13. Favourite food? 

June—Meat & Potatoes 

Bill—Ice Cream 

 

Ch Fanfare Dr Livingstone 
Best In Show,  

Hound Club 24/04/1971 
 

14. What does a relaxing day for Bill and June Weston Consist of? 

Relaxina comfortable chair under an easy-shade at a dog show on a sunny day, eating and drinking something wile watching the 

hound judging. 

 

15. What are your other passions outside of the dog world? 

My other ―passions‖  are oil painting water colour painting and ink drawing of Australian scenery and sometime‘s dog portraits.  

June‘s passion is doing crosswords. 

 

The club would like to express their thanks to June and Bill for all their support 
over the years.   

Your success in breeding such wonderful hounds is one we all strive for. 

The Hunter 

 Life Members 
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“The response 
received has 
indicated 
overwhelming 
support to 
change to the 
current English 
Standard. 
” 

 

 
ANKC SURVEY RESULTS 

DACHSHUND BREED STANDARD 
 
 
Recently the ANKC conducted a survey to ascertain the opinion of registered Dachs-
hund owners as to whether they wanted to retain the current Pre 1987 English Stan-
dard or change to the current English Standard. 
 
The response received has indicated overwhelming support to change to the current 
English Standard. 
 
Effective from 1 July 2009 the six [6] separate standards, one for each variety, will 
comply with the current English Standard of a single standard for the six [6] varieties.  
The only variations are in the “Coat” and “Size” Descriptions, which detail the three 
[3] different coat types and the two [2] different sizes. 
 
The current single English Standard varies greatly from the six [6] Pre 1987 stan-
dards, with most section descriptions amended either in a minor or major manner. 
 
 
 
Roger Bridgford 
ANKC Breed Standards Coordination Group 

News Release - ANKC SURVEY RESULTS 
DACHSHUND BREED STANDARD 
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“ALPHA DOGS OFTEN 

SEEM TO MAKE 

GOOD PETS.  THEY’RE 

CONFIDENT, SMARTER 

THAN AVERAGE AND 

AFFECTIONATE.” 

This article was written by Vicki Rodenberg De Gruy, Chairman of the Chow Chow 

Club Inc.'s Welfare Committee. Uploaded with permission from the author, it may 

be reproduced for non-profit purposes with author's 

credit given.  

WHO'S IN CHARGE 

HERE? 
A lesson in becoming Alpha 

 "My dog just tried to bite me! All I did was tell him to move 
over so I could sit on the couch next to him." 

 "My dog got into the trash can and when I scolded her, she 
growled at me. What's wrong with her? I thought she loved me!" 

 "Our dog is very affectionate most of the time but when we try 
to make him do something he doesn't want to do, he snaps at us." 
 
What do these three dogs have in common? Are they nasty or 
downright vicious? No - they're "alpha". They've taken over the 
leadership of the families that love them. Instead of taking orders 
from their people, these dogs are giving orders! Your dog can love 
you very much and still try to dominate you or other members of 
your family.  
 
Dogs are social creatures and believers in social order. A dog's social system is a "pack" with a well-
defined pecking order. The leader of the pack is the alpha, supreme boss, Top Dog. He (or she) gets the 
best of everything - the best food, the best place to sleep, the best toy, etc. The leader also gets to be 
first in everything - he gets to eat first, to leave first and to get attention first. All the other dogs in the 
pack respect the alpha dog's wishes. Any dog that challenges the alpha's authority gets a swift physical 
reminder of just where his place in the pack really is.  
 
Your family is your dog's "pack". Many dogs fit easily into the lower levels of their human pack's pecking 
order and don't make waves. They do what they're told and don't challenge authority. Other dogs don't fit 
in quite as well. Some of them are natural born leaders and are always challenging their human alpha's. 
Other dogs are social climbers - they're always looking for ways to get a little closer to the top of the fam-
ily ladder. These natural leaders and the social climbers can become problems to an unsuspecting fam-
ily that's not aware of the dog's natural pack instincts.  
 
Some families encourage their dogs to take over the "pack" without realizing it. They treat their dogs as 
equals, not as subordinates. They give them special privileges like being allowed to sleep on the bed or 
couch. They don't train their dogs and let them get away with disobeying commands. In a real dog pack, 
no one but the alpha dog would get this kind of treatment. Alpha doesn't have anything to do with size. 
The tiniest Chihuahua can be a canine Hitler. In fact, the smaller the dog, the more people tend to baby 
them and cater to them - making the dog feel even more dominant and in control of his humans.  
 
Alpha dogs often seem to make good pets. They're confident, smarter than average, and affectionate. 
They can be wonderful with children and good with strangers. Everything seems to be great with the 
relationship - until someone crosses him or makes him do something he  doesn't want to do. Then, sud-
denly, this wonderful dog growls or tries to bite someone and no one understands why.  
 
In a real dog pack, the alpha dog doesn't have to answer to anyone. No one gives him orders or tells 
him what to do. The other dogs in the pack respect his position. If another dog is foolish enough to chal-
lenge the alpha by trying to take his bone or his favourite sleeping place, the alpha dog will quickly put 
him in his place with a hard stare or a growl. If this doesn't work, the alpha dog will enforce his leader-



ship with his teeth. This is all natural, instinctive behaviour - in a dog's 
world. In a human family, though, this behaviour is unacceptable and dan-
gerous.  
Dogs need and want leaders. They have an instinctive need to fit into a 
pack. They want the security of knowing their place and what's expected of 
them. Most of them don't want to be alpha - they want someone else to give 
the orders and make the decisions. If his humans don't provide that leader-
ship, the dog will take over the role himself. If you've allowed your dog to 
become alpha, you're at his mercy and as a leader, he may be either a be-
nevolent king or a tyrant!  
 
If you think your dog is alpha in your household, he probably is. If your dog 
respects only one or two members of the family but dominates the others, 
you still have a problem. The dog's place should be at the -bottom- of your 
human family's pack order, not at the top or somewhere in between.  
In order to reclaim your family's rightful place as leaders of the pack, your 
dog needs some lessons in how to be a subordinate, not an equal. You're 
going to show him what it means to be a dog again. Your dog's mother 
showed him very early in life that -she- was alpha and that he had to re-
spect her. As a puppy, he was given a secure place in his litter's pack and 
because of that security, he was free to concentrate on growing, learning, 
playing, loving and just being a dog. Your dog doesn't really want the responsibility of being alpha, having to make the decisions 
and defend his position at the top. He wants a leader to follow and worship so he can have the freedom of just being a dog again.  
 
How to become leader of your pack 
Your dog watches you constantly and reads your body language. He knows if you're insecure, uncomfortable in a leadership role 
or won't enforce a command. This behaviour confuses him, makes -him- insecure and if he's a natural leader or has a social-
climbing personality, it'll encourage him to assume the alpha position and tell -you- what to do.  
 
"Alpha" is an attitude. It involves quiet confidence, dignity, intelligence, an air of authority. A dog can sense this attitude almost 
immediately - it's how his mother acted towards him. Watch a professional trainer or a good obedience instructor. They stand tall 
and use their voices and eyes to project the idea that they're capable of getting what they want. They're gentle but firm, loving but 
tough, all at the same time. Most dogs are immediately submissive towards this type of personality because they recognize and 
respect alpha when they see it.  
 
Practice being alpha. Stand up straight with your shoulders back. Walk tall. Practice using a new tone of voice, one that's deep 
and firm. Don't ask your dog to do something - tell him. There's a difference. He knows the difference, too! Remember that, as 
alpha, you're entitled to make the rules and give the orders. Your dog understands that instinctively.  
With most dogs, just this change in your attitude and an obedience training course will be enough to turn things around. With a 
dog that's already taken over the household and has enforced his position by growling or biting and has been allowed to get away 
with it, you'll need to do more than just decide to be alpha. The dog is going to need an attitude adjustment as well.  

Natural leaders and social climbers aren't going to want to give up their alpha position. Your sudden change in behaviour is go-

ing to shock and threaten them. Your dog might act even more aggressively than before. An alpha dog will instinctively respond 
to challenges to his authority. It's his nature to want to put down revolutionary uprisings by the peasants! Don't worry, there's a 
way around it. 
  
An alpha dog already knows that he can beat you in a physical fight so returning his aggression with violence of your own won't 
work. Until you've successfully established your position as alpha, corrections like hitting, shaking, or using the "rollover" tech-
niques described in some books will not work and can be downright dangerous to you. An alpha dog will respond to these meth-
ods with violence and you could be seriously hurt.  
 
What you need to do is use your brain! You're smarter than he is and you can out think him. You'll also need to be stubborner 
than he is. What I'm about to describe here is an effective, non-violent method of removing your dog from alpha status and putting 
him back at the bottom of the family totem pole where he belongs and where he needs to be. In order for this method to work, 
your whole family has to be involved. It requires an attitude adjustment from everyone and a new way of working with your dog.  
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This is serious business. A dog that bites or threatens people is a dangerous dog, no matter how much you love him. If treating 
your dog like a dog and not an equal seems harsh to you, keep in mind that our society no longer tolerates dangerous dogs. Law-
suits from dog bites are now settling for millions of dollars - you could lose your home and everything else you own if your dog 
injures someone. You or your children could be permanently disfigured. And your dog could lose his life. That's the bottom line.  
how to walk away and ignore him if he won't do as he's told. It's important that your whole family follows this program. Dogs are 
like kids - if they can't have their way with Mom, they'll go ask Dad. In your dog's case, if he finds a member of the family that he 
can dominate, he'll continue to do so. You want your dog to learn that he has to respect and obey everyone. Remember - his 
place is at the bottom of the totem pole. Bouncing him from the top spot helps but if he thinks he's anywhere in the middle, you're 
still going to have problems.  
 
Think - you know your dog and know what he's likely to do under most circumstances. Stay a step ahead of him and anticipate 
his behaviour so you can avoid or correct it. If he gets into the trash and growls when scolded, make the trash can inaccessible. If 
he likes to bolt out the door ahead of you, put a leash on him. Make him sit and wait while you open the door and give him per-
mission - OKAY! - to go out. If your alpha dog doesn't like to come when he's called (and he probably doesn't!), don't let him out-
side off leash. Without a leash, you have no control over him and he knows it.  
 
or frisbee catching are more appropriate. Make sure you're the one who starts and ends the game, not the dog. Stop playing be-
fore the dog gets bored and is inclined to try to keep the ball or frisbee.  
 
At bedtime, show him an irresistible goodie, tell him to SIT and when he does, throw the goodie into the crate. When he dives in 
for the treat, tell him what a good boy he is and close the door.  
 

 

Be sure to catch the second part to this great article in the next edition of 

The Hunter. 
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THE HOUND CLUB OF THE ACT INC. 

Twilight Championship Show 

Saturday 5 December 2009 

Exhibition Park in Canberra 

Judge: Mrs Rosemary Green (QLD) 

 

 

All Hound Breeds and General Specials 

Classes to be judged 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 11 & 18 (Dogs & Bitches) 

Veteran Sweepstakes 

 

Judging Commences: At the conclusion of General Specials at the ACT Ladies KC 

 

ACTCA Representative: Mrs June Weston 

 

Entry Fees: $11.00 for non-members 

$9.00 for members 

$5.00 for Baby Puppies 

$3.00 for Veterans 

 

** Membership is only $10.00 per family per year, payable each December ** 

 

Catalogues: $3.00 prepaid with entries 

Awards: Trophy and Sash for BIS, RUBIS, Classes in Show, and 

Veteran 1st 2nd and 3rd. 

Trophy and Rosette for Saluki BOB 

 

Remittances: Made payable to The Hound Club of the ACT Inc. 

A SAE must accompany all entries 

 

Entries Close: 13 November 2009 

PO Box 329, Civic Square, ACT, 2608 

Enquiries: acthoundclub@gmail.com or 

02 6227 1541 

Please visit the ACTCA website for information on camping and parking – 

www.dogsact.org.au 

This Show is conducted under the Rules and Regulations of the ACTCA Inc. 

** The Club reserves the right to substitute or appoint additional judges if  

required ** 
 

 

Hound Club of  the ACT Show Calendar 
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“EAGLE 

ONE DAY, 

FEATHER 

DUSTER 

THE 

NEXT!” 

 

 

“WIN WITH 

GRACE, 

LOOSE 

WITH 

DIGNITY” 
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“TRY TO BE 

THE 

PERSON 

YOUR 

DOG 

THINKS 

YOU ARE” 

             Hounds of the Rich and Famous 
 

Pick the breed of these canine companions to celebrities and artists 

There were no winner for the last edition—Take a chance and 
enter you may just win!! 

 
First complete correct entry emailed to the Secretary at acthoundclub@gmail.com 

wins a $25 Borders Gift Card and the glory of being this quarter’s  
Hound Trivia Champ!   

Answers will be published in the next edition of the Hunter. 
 
 
Famous painter Pablo Picasso’s Kasbec was an …………….. 
 

Celebrity hairdresser Ken Paves’ Taj is a ……………. 
 
Singer Barry Manilow’s Bagel was a ……………….. 
 
 
 
 
Australian designer Peter Alexander’s Penny was a  
 
…………………. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 American actress Mary Tyler Moore’s Dudley was a …………………. 
 
 Writer Sir Walter Scott’s Maida was a ………………..  
 
 US President Herbert Hoover’s Weejie was a ………………….. 
 
 American comedian Denis Leary’s Clancy was an ……………….. 
 
 Writer Karen Blixen’s Dawn was a ………………………  
 
 Go-Go's singer Jane Wiedlin’s Geordie is a ……………….. 

 
Peter Alexander with Penny 

mailto:acthoundclub@gmail.com
http://images.google.com.au/imgres?imgurl=http://www.adoptapet.com.au/about/celebrity/peter1.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.adoptapet.com.au/about/celebrity/&usg=__PoYVhrcab9bjraI_gVv5dcGh3sA=&h=800&w=666&sz=62&hl=en&start=1&tbnid=1b4Or5YKuv_25M:&tbnh=143&tbnw


Are you a member? 

Did you know you can have a link to your website listed for  

FREE  
from the ACT Hound Club web site? 

 

Email your details to the club Secretary,  

Anita Langford 

acthoundclub@gmail.com 
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“MEMBERSHIP 

WILL GET YOU 

DISCOUNTS OFF 

YOUR ENTRIES 

AT ALL ACT 

HOUND CLUB 

SHOW 

THROUGHOUT 

THE YEAR” 

 

Many Thanks to all the contributors of this newsletter: 

Elizabeth Clydesdale 

Helen Veless 

Helen Mossler 

Paula Batten 

 

If you would like to submit an article or photos, please 

email the editor:  

Kikongo.basenji@optusnet.com.au 

 

Yodels, Priscilla Hickie 
 

We’re on the web! 

 

www.acthoundclub.org 

 

 

Training and Sporting Clubs and Activities 
Do you have a hound related sporting club or hound-smart training club to 

add to our links page? Please email us: acthoundclub@gmail.comwith the URL 

mailto:acthoundclub@gmail.com
mailto:acthoundclub@gmail.com

